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Results & Conclusions

➢ CHO-K1 cell incubated ± S9 fractions, when exposed to Positive controls (PC’s) after short-term

exposures demonstrated an expected increase in % MN formation (Colchicine (2 ug/ml):1.0 to 4.0x

and Cyclophosphamide (10 ug/ml) 1.0 to 11.0x mean fold increase vs. VC; N=3).

➢ (HC) PBS Vs ETOH Testing (N=3): Without metabolic activation, HC (PP), HC (PP+GVP) or

ETOH (PP+GVP) exposure (40 – 174 ug/ml) resulted in a mean fold MN increase in a dose

dependent manner from 1.0 to 5.0x for all three extract types. With metabolic activation, HC (PP)

and HC (PP+GVP) exposure resulted in a mean fold MN increase in a dose dependent manner

from 1.0 to 5.0x while ETOH (PP+GVP) resulted in 1.0 to 3.7x fold MN increase. The ETOH

(PP+GVP) extract tested ± metabolic activation produces comparable cytotoxicity and %MN

results when compared to DMSO extracted PP while allowing the testing of GVP and PP

components together.

➢ GVP Phase Testing (N=3): Without metabolic activation, GVP exposure (85 to 210 ug/ml)

resulted in a significant mean fold MN increase from 0.7 to 5.0x (PBS) and 0.7 to 5.7x (ETOH)

with p-value of 0.005 and 0.0007. Similarly With metabolic activation, significant high mean fold

MN increase response from 0.7 to 10.7x (PBS) and 1.0 to 11.5x (ETOH) with p value of 0.0001 as

compared to VC.

➢ In conclusion, Our testing methods show that GVP alone when extracted in PBS or ETOH and

tested on CHO-K1 cells ± metabolic activation produces significant high fold MN induction in

comparison to other phases (PP in DMSO) or (PP+GVP in DMSO and PBS) or (PP+GVP in

ETOH).

Health Canada (HC) guidelines (T-502) for the collection and testing of cigarette smoke are

used frequently for in vitro cytotoxicity testing (NRU-Neutral Red Uptake assay). Although the

guidelines allow for the collection and testing of the particulate phase (PP), the gas-vapor

phase (GVP), and a combination of both (PP+GVP), this method has limitations. For

example, PP is collected in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and GVP is collected in PBS which

has limited trapping of volatile or non-water-soluble compounds. The GVP fraction also has

limited stability and must be used within 60 minutes of collection. Because of limited stability,

GVP is only routinely tested for cytotoxicity using the NRU assay, but not for genotoxicity

(Micronuclei (MN) assay) or mutagenicity (Ames assay). These limitations could be

overcome with a method that allows collection of the PP and GVP together in a solvent with

enhanced trapping and stability of GVP components. We evaluated the use of ethanol

(ETOH) to collect PP and GVP components and compared it against the traditional HC

collection in PBS using the Micronuclei assay (MN) and CHO-K1 cells following HC

guidelines.

Smoke Extract Preparation

Reference 3R4F cigarette smoke extract (CSE) was prepared following Health Canada (HC)

guidelines (T-502) using a Cambridge filter pad (CFP) and impinger setup. In this method, a

CFP is used to collect the PP and extracted with DMSO to a standard total particulate matter

(PP) concentration of 10 mg/mL. The GVP is simultaneously collected by bubbling the cigarette

smoke through PBS and generating a concentration that is equivalent of PP, 10 mg/mL. A

PP+GVP combination is then made by mixing equal parts of the collected PP (in DMSO) and

GVP (in PBS) in 1:1 mix (Figure 1, HC method).

In parallel, reference 3R4F CSE was prepared by smoking the reference cigarette using an

ethanol extraction method. In this method, the impinger contains ethanol instead of PBS. At the

end of the smoke run, the ethanol is used to extract the CFP generating a single GVP:PP

combination extract (Figure 1, Ethanol method). As an extension to our current studies the

reference 3R4F was smoked to generate GVP following the HC guidelines in PBS or ETOH

independently to test on CHO-K1 cells. (Figure 4)

➢Day-1: 75 cm2 flasks were used to seed CHO-K1 cells at a density of 5X105 cells/5 ml

media.

➢ Day-2: After 24 h, cells were treated with positive controls (PCs; colchicine,

cyclophosphamide), vehicle controls (VCs, w/ DMSO or PBS or ETOH) or test article from

3R4F reference cigarettes ± metabolic activation (S9 fraction) for short-term (3 hr and 23

hr recovery time) treatment. The various phases used to expose the cells from extracted

CSE 3R4F reference cigarettes are:

• HC (PP); HC (PP+GVP); ETOH (PP+GVP)

• GVP in PBS; GVP in ETOH

➢ Day-3: Cells from each treatment flask were trypsinized and collected for cytotoxicity

analysis (cell number determined using an automated T4 cell counter from Nexcelom);

next cells were fixed on frosted slides (1-part glacial acetic acid: 25-parts methanol).

Slides were stored at -20°C until day of MN scoring.

➢ Day of MN scoring: Slides were stained with 10 ug/ml acridine orange for 10 min and

rinsed with dd H2O for 2 min. Slides were scored within 1 hr of staining.

➢ Micronucleus scoring: Manual counting of 1000 cells/treatment (duplicates were placed

on two separate slides) were conducted with an Olympus fluorescence microscope. The

number of micronucleus-containing cells (MN) and non-micronucleus-containing cells per

independent culture or treatment were determined.

Introduction

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the 2 extraction methods (PBS or ETOH) tested in combination phase (G+P)

or single phase GVP or PP. CFP = Cambridge Filter Pad; PP = particulate phase; GVP = gas vapor phase; PBS =

phosphate buffer solution
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Figure 2: Bar graphs represents the Mean % MN when CHO-K1 cells treated without metabolic activation in

response to various concentrations (40 to 175 ug/ml) of 3R4F reference cigarette smoke extract (CSE) under

Health Canada guidelines. CSE phases were tested with various solvents. A) HC (PP) phase and Vehicle control

(VC) is DMSO (1.78%); B) HC (PP+GVP) 1:1 mix phase and VC is both DMSO & PBS (1.78%); C) Single Phase

ETOH (PP+GVP) phase and VC is ETOH (1.78%). The 3R4F CSE phases when extracted with PBS or ETOH the

trend analysis showed A) p=0.002**; B) p=0.003**; C) p=0.003**.

Figure 3: Bar graphs represents the Mean % MN when CHO-K1 cells treated with metabolic activation in response

to various concentrations (50 to 250 ug/ml) of 3R4F reference cigarette smoke extract (CSE) under Health Canada

guidelines. CSE phases were tested with various solvents. D) HC (PP) phase and Vehicle control (VC) is DMSO

(1.78%); E) HC (PP+GVP) 1:1 mix phase and VC is both DMSO & PBS (1.78%); F) Single Phase ETOH

(PP+GVP) phase and VC is ETOH (1.78%). The 3R4F CSE phases when extracted with PBS or ETOH the trend

analysis showed D) p=0.005**; E) p=0.003**; F) p=0.008**.
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Figure 5: Bar graphs represents

the Mean % MN when CHO-K1

cells treated without metabolic

activation (Figure G, H) and with

metabolic activation (Figure I, H) in

response to various concentrations

(85 to 210 ug/ml) of 3R4F

reference cigarette smoke extract

(CSE) under Health Canada

guidelines. CSE phases were

tested with various solvents.

Without metabolic activation

G) (HC) GVP in PBS and Vehicle

control (VC) is 1% PBS;

H) (ETOH) GVP in ETOH and VC

is 1% ETOH;

I) (HC) GVP in PBS and Vehicle

control (VC) is 1% PBS;

J) (ETOH) GVP in ETOH and VC is

1% ETOH; aTrend Analysis: A

Cochran-Armitage Test (Chi square

test for trend) was performed on

the number of cells with

micronuclei. p≤0.05 = significant.

The 3R4F CSE phases when

extracted with PBS or ETOH the

trend analysis showed G)

p=0.005**; H) p=0.0007***.
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